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Abstract

In this paper, we conduct a study to utilize001
LLMs as a solution for decision making that002
requires complex data analysis. We define De-003
cision QA as the task of answering the best004
decision, dbest, for a given natural language005
question Q and data D.There is no benchmark006
which can examine Decision QA, we propose007
Decision QA benchmark, DQA, composed of008
the locating and building scenarios constructed009
from two video games (Europa Universalis IV010
and Victoria 3) which have almost the same011
goal as Decision QA. To address Decision QA012
effectively, we also propose a new RAG tech-013
nique called the iterative plan-then-retrieval014
augmented generation (PlanRAG). In our Plan-015
RAG, the PlanRAG-based LM generates the016
plan for data analysis in the first planning step,017
and the retriever generates the queries for data018
analysis in the second retrieving step. The pro-019
posed method outperforms the state-of-the-art020
iterative RAG method by 12.4% in the locating021
scenario and by 1.8% in the building scenario,022
respectively.023

1 Introduction024

Decision making is the process of exploring multi-025

ple alternatives to achieve a specific goal, collecting026

and analyzing data, and then selecting one of the027

alternatives based on the data analysis (Provost and028

Fawcett, 2013; Diván, 2017). For example, deter-029

mining supply on a company by analyzing the mar-030

ket or managing resources, precise decision making031

plays a crucial role in the success of the company032

(Kasie et al., 2017). To make the best decision, it033

is necessary to analyze extensive and diverse data.034

Since this process is challenging, a lot of decision035

support systems have been researched to make it036

easier (Eom and Kim, 2006; Power, 2007; Hedge-037

beth, 2007; Power, 2008; Kasie et al., 2017). How-038

ever, determining which data analysis is needed039

before analyzing data itself remains a human role,040

thus decision making remains a complex and chal- 041

lenging problem. 042

Recently, Large Language Models (LLMs) pre- 043

trained on vast corpora have demonstrated remark- 044

able versatility across a wide range of natural lan- 045

guage tasks (Brown et al., 2020; OpenAI, 2023). 046

Consequently, some researchers have tried to in- 047

tegrate LLMs with external data and utilize them 048

(Jiang et al., 2023a; Patil et al., 2023). Despite 049

these efforts, research on utilizing LLMs as an end- 050

to-end decision-making solution is rare, because of 051

a lack of task definition, effective methods for the 052

task, and the benchmark for evaluating the decision- 053

making capabilities of LLMs. 054

To address these issues, we first propose, Deci- 055

sion QA, a new decision making task for language 056

models. Decision QA is defined as a QA-style task 057

that takes a pair of data D and a natural language 058

question Q as input and generates the best decision 059

as output. Figure 1 shows a situation in Europa 060

Universalis IV game where countries compete in 061

trade at the Age of Discovery, as an example of 062

Decision QA. Each country decides to locate a mer- 063

chant to a specific trading city (post) in order to 064

maximize its profit on its main trading post(home). 065

The example shows that a decision-making LLM 066

decides to locate a merchant in Doab to maximize 067

the profit of Deccan, the home trading post of the 068

country BAH, after analyzing the data about the 069

state of international trade. 070

Next, we propose a benchmark for Decision 071

QA called DQA. Due to the difficulty in verifying 072

real-world decision-making outcomes, we gener- 073

ate datasets and questions of our benchmark by 074

adopting game systems from two video games that 075

require decision making: Europa Universalis IV 076

and Victoria 31. To eliminate the randomness of 077

the game and publish our benchmark, we also de- 078

velop game simulators that the decision outcome 079

1Grand strategy games published by Paradox Interactive
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Where should I locate my merchant to steer trade
to Deccan? Note that my goal is maximizing BAH’s
profit on Deccan.

You should locate your merchant to the Doab
trading node to steer trade to Deccan and
maximize your profit.

Step 2: Answering based on the result of data analysis

…𝑻𝑷𝑫𝑳𝑯𝑻𝑷𝑩𝑨𝑯𝑻𝑷𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍
incoming 

value
local  
value

trade 
post

…018611280.838.91Deccan
…53.27112430.876.98Doab
…5.33011721.078.31Ganges ……….........

Decision 1: Locate 𝑴 to Doab.

Decision 2: Locate 𝑴 to Ganges.

Step 1: Data analysis for given input data and question

Deccan
Profit ▲16.6% by Flow 1

…flowdownstreamupstream
…0.78DeccanDoab
…0.82DoabGanges .........

Flow 2: +0.79 
(by 𝑴)

Doab

Ganges

Deccan
Profit ▲1.3% by Flow 3

Gujarat

Doab

Flow 1: +1.62 
(by 𝑴)

Gujarat

Ganges

Flow 3: +0.13 
(by Flow 2)

Figure 1: The example of Decision QA. A yellow dot
on the map represents each trading node. A "Profit" in a
box indicates potential profit change by each decision.
Note that the potential profit increases are not explicitly
mentioned in the provided data. M , TPT , TPBAH and
TPDLH mean a merchant, the total trading power, the
trading power for BAH and the trading power of DLH
respectively.

for each scenario of the games. We utilize these080

simulators as annotators for the questions of DQA.081

For Decision QA, LLMs usually require to fol-082

low these two steps: (a) data analysis for given083

input data and question, and (b) answering based084

on the result of data analysis. In Step (a), LLMs085

are necessary to access the data that has not been086

used during pre-training, namely external data. 087

For accessing external data and answering based 088

on it, a lot of methods based on the Retrieval- 089

Augmented Generation (RAG) technique have been 090

proposed(Lewis et al., 2020; Khandelwal et al., 091

2020; Izacard and Grave, 2021; Borgeaud et al., 092

2022; Izacard et al., 2023; Yasunaga et al., 2023; 093

Jiang et al., 2022a; Shi et al., 2023). In this tech- 094

nique, a retriever finds external data that is highly 095

relevant to a question and conveys it to LMs, so that 096

LMs can generate an answer based on the retrieved 097

data (Lewis et al., 2020). Recently, the iterative 098

RAG technique has also been proposed to address 099

more complex problems which utilizes retrieved 100

results to perform further retrievals (Trivedi et al., 101

2023; Jiang et al., 2023b). The language mod- 102

els based on these RAG techniques have shown 103

significant improvement in knowledge-intensive 104

tasks such as open-domain QA (Karpukhin et al., 105

2020) and open-domain conversation (Xu et al., 106

2022). However, just retrieving relevant facts is 107

not enough to solve Decision QA. It is necessary 108

to understand the problem to determine what data 109

analysis needs to be performed and then retrieve 110

necessary data. Therefore, the previous RAG tech- 111

niques tend to show a weakness in solving Decision 112

QA. 113

As a new RAG technique, we propose the it- 114

erative plan-then-retrieval augmented generation 115

technique, PlanRAG, which is extended from the 116

iterative RAG technique for Decision QA. In this 117

technique, an LM first generates retrieval plan for 118

data analysis by examining data schema and ques- 119

tions (the planning step). Next, the LM generates 120

data-retrieving queries according to the plan and ex- 121

ecutes them to external data the retrieving step. Af- 122

ter the retrieval, the LM assesses whether it needs 123

to make new plan for further retrieval, and does 124

re-planning if necessary. 125

To validate the effectiveness of PlanRAG on De- 126

cision QA, we applied both the state-of-the-art it- 127

erative RAG-based LM and the PlanRAG-based 128

LM to the DQA benchmark, and showed that Plan- 129

RAG is far more effective for Decision QA. Our 130

contributions are summarized as follows: 131

• We define a new challenging task, Decision 132

QA, which requires data analysis to make the 133

best decision. 134

• We propose the benchmark for Decision QA 135

called DQA. 136
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• We propose a new retrieval-augmented gener-137

ation technique, PlanRAG, which enhances138

decision-making capabilities of LLMs.139

• We demonstrated that our PlanRAG sig-140

nificantly outperforms the state-of-the-art141

retrieval-augmenting techniques for Decision142

QA task.143

2 Related Work144

Retrieval-then-generation is the most commonly145

used approach to augment the generation capabili-146

ties of generative LMs with external data. Retrieval-147

augmented LMs retrieve data related to an input148

(e.g., question) and then, generate a response (e.g.,149

answer) based on the retrieved observations. Most150

of them operate in a single-turn (i.e., non-iterative)151

manner and use a dense vector similarity search152

method as a retriever (Guu et al., 2020; Izacard153

et al., 2023; Izacard and Grave, 2021; Jiang et al.,154

2022b; Shi et al., 2023; Borgeaud et al., 2022;155

Lewis et al., 2020). This single-turn approach has156

clear limitations in complex tasks that require multi-157

hop reasoning due to the partial nature of relevant158

data.159

To address this, several methods have been re-160

cently proposed to augment the final response gen-161

eration of generative LMs by iteratively perform-162

ing a process of retrieval-then-generation (Jiang163

et al., 2023b; Shao et al., 2023; Trivedi et al., 2023;164

Jiang et al., 2023a). In this iterative retrieval-then-165

generation approach, the role of generative LMs166

is extended from response generation for input to167

intermediate query generation for retrieval. In this168

approach, an LM (Language Model) performs the169

retrieval process again, based on the queries it gen-170

erates. This approach has shown successful perfor-171

mance on various tasks that require external data172

to generate responses (Yang et al., 2018; Thorne173

et al., 2018; Ho et al., 2020; Aly et al., 2021).174

3 Problem Definition175

We define Decision QA as the task of answering176

the best decision dbest by understanding a given177

natural language question Q and analyzing given178

data D. Here, Q contains a textual goal that re-179

quires a specific decision to achieve it. The best180

decision dbest should meet the goal presented in Q181

and can be inferred by appropriately analyzing D.182

In general, the data D in Decision QA is too183

large to fit in as an input of an LM. Therefore, we184

assume that an LM retrieves data from D for their185

analysis of Decision QA. In this paper, we consider 186

Labeled Property Graph (LPG) for the format of D 187

to representthe relationships among entities (e.g., 188

trading posts) as edges and the attributes of entities 189

(e.g., local value) as vertices (Akoglu et al., 2015; 190

Guo et al., 2020). 191

Decision QA has two different characteristics 192

that distinguish it from the existing QA tasks: (1) 193

The best decision in Decision QA is not explicitly 194

mentioned in the provided data. Thus, an LM must 195

infer it through data analysis, while the facts in the 196

existing QA tasks such as open-domain QA (Joshi 197

et al., 2017) and KGQA (Yang et al., 2018) can 198

be retrieved explicitly from given data. For exam- 199

ple, an LM should calculate the potential profit of 200

nodes (i.e., trading posts) and infer the best loca- 201

tion of a merchant (e.g., Doab). (2) The questions 202

in Decision QA do not provide any data analysis 203

method, while the existing QA tasks such as Tabu- 204

lar QA (Zhu et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022) provides 205

the required data analysis method explicitly. Thus, 206

an LM should determine the method itself. For 207

example, in Figure 1, an LM should try to identify 208

the neighbor nodes of a given node, Deccan, even 209

though there is no such a hint in the question. 210

4 DQA: Decision QA benchmark 211

4.1 Backgrounds 212

The DQA benchmark is constructed by two differ- 213

ent game scenarios: (1) Locating scenario from 214

the Europa Universalis IV game, (2) Building sce- 215

nario, from the Victoria 3 game. 216

Locating scenario: We first explain the overview 217

of the locating scenario using Figure 1. Here, Q 218

asks for the best merchant location where the coun- 219

try named BAH can maximize its profit on Deccan. 220

D is composed of the following components: 221

• A set of trading nodes, each of which has its 222

own local value(LV) and incoming value(IV), 223

and the total trading power (TPtotal). 224

• A set of upstream-downstream relationships 225

between two trading nodes. 226

• A set of countries each of which has its own 227

trading power (or amount of influence) on 228

each trading node. The total trading power of 229

a trading node is the sum of all trading powers 230

of all countries on the trading node. Each 231

country has a single specific trading node as 232

its main trading node (home node). 233
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Before we explain the scenario, we define follow-234

ing three kinds of intermediate values: (1) OV :235

the overall value on a node, (2) TPR: the ratio of236

trading power of a country on a node to the total237

trading power of the node, and (3) CV : the amount238

of the value that is controlled by a country on a239

node. First, OV is defined as OV = IV + LV .240

For example, in Deccan in Figure 1, OV is cal-241

culated as OV = 8.91 + 0.83 = 9.74. Second,242

TPR is defined as TPR = TPcountry/TPtotal.243

In Figure 1, TPR of BAH on Deccan is calculated244

as 186/1128 ≈ 0.165. Third, CV is defined as245

CV = OV ∗ TPR for a pair of a country and246

a node. In Figure 1, CV of BAH in Deccan is247

0.165 ∗ 9.74 ≈ 1.61. The profit of a country is248

defined as CV of the country on its home node.249

Thus, the profit of BAH is 1.61. For the non-home250

nodes of a country„ the country transfers CV from251

them to its downstream node(s). We denote the252

amount of transfer as flow. For example BAH on253

Doab in Figure 1, the flow by BAH is calculated as254

(6.98 + 0.87) ∗ 71/1243 ≈ 0.45. Here, the incom-255

ing value of the downstream node is defined as the256

sum of all the flows from its upstream nodes.257

In this scenario, a merchant increases the flow258

toward the home node. Thus, To calculate a profit259

increment, an LM needs to: (1) Determine the260

nodes where the merchant can be positioned by261

examining the upstream nodes of the home node. In262

Figure 1, Doab and Ganges are examples of these.263

(2) Ascertain how much the merchant increases the264

flow. In Figure 1, the flow from Doab to Deccan is265

increased by 1.62 due to Decision 1, and the flow266

from Ganges to Doab and from Doab to Deccan267

is increased by 0.79 and 0.13, respectively, due268

to Decision 2. (3) evaluate the increment in the269

overall value which resulting from these decisions.270

In Figure 1, the overall value of Deccan is increased271

by 1.62 (+16.6%), due to d1, and by 0.13 (+1.3%),272

due to Decision 2. As we mentioned, these are273

proportional to the profit. Thus, we can determine274

"Decision 1: Locating merchant to Doab" as the275

dbest for this example.276

We next explain how a merchant can affect to277

the specific flow by Figure 2. The table in Figure 2278

provides the local value and TPR2 for each node.279

For simplicity, we assume that if there are multiple280

downstream nodes, the flow from the upstream281

node is distributed evenly among them.282

A merchant on a specific node performs the fol-283

2Calculation of TPR is on Appendix A.

lowing two things: (1) increasing the TPR of the 284

country at that node, and (2) determining the direc- 285

tion of the flow to the home node. First, in Figure 2 286

(a), the TPR is 10% for these nodes, and thus, the 287

flow from each node are (1+ 0.15+ 1.5) ∗ 10% = 288

0.265 from node 1, and (1+2.0)∗10% = 0.3 from 289

node 2. As we assumed, the value from node 2 to 290

the home node is 0.3/2 = 0.15 due to its multiple 291

downstream nodes. Next, in Figure 2 (b), the mer- 292

chant on node 1 increases the TPR of the country 293

to double. As a result, the flow from node 1 to home 294

node increases from 0.265 to 0.265 ∗ 2 = 0.53. 295

Finally, in Figure 2 (c), the merchant on node 2 296

increases the TPR of the country and ensures that 297

all outgoing values move toward the home node. 298

Here, the value moves toward the home node in- 299

creases from 0.15 to (2.0 + 1) ∗ 20% = 0.45, and 300

toward the node 1 decreases to 0. Consequently, 301

the value from node 1 decreases from 0.265 to 302

(1+ 1.5) ∗ 10% = 0.25. Thus, in this example, the 303

dbest is to locate merchant on the node 2. 304

3
2

1
(a)

(b)

(c)

0.265

3
2

1

3
2

1

0.15

0.53

0.25

0.45

0.15

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.15 0.15

TPR with MTPR without Mlocal valuenode
20%10%1.51
15%10%2.02

0.415

0.68

0.8

Figure 2: Example of the locating scenario. The red
circle represents the home node of the country men-
tioned in the question. Each arrow means a upstream-
downstream relationship. M means a merchant.

Building scenario: In the building scenario, an 305

LM analyzes the supply chain and determines what 306

building should be expanded in order to reduce 307

the price of specific goods. The supply chain is 308

composed of two different components: 309

• A set of buildings of which that consumes 310

some goods to produce some other goods. 311

• A set of goods, each of whose price is decided 312
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by its supply and demand.313

To reduce the price of specific goods, it is necessary314

to enlarge their supply.315

Figure 3 (a) shows an example supply chain for316

furniture with two buildings that have different pro-317

duction methods. Each building cannot receive318

more goods than the maximum input, which is319

listed on the table in 3 The output for a building320

is calculated as (sum of max input / sum of max321

output) * (sum of input). For example, in Figure322

3, building 1 and building 2 produces 40 and 45323

pieces of furniture, respectively.324

Expanding a building will increase both its max325

input and max output values, which means it can326

receive more input and generate a greater output.327

Figure 3 (b) illustrates the amount of output when328

both building 1 and building 2 are expanded to329

double. In the case of building 1, the supply rises to330

80. However, for building 2, the supply only grows331

to 73. This discrepancy arises because the woods332

used in building 1 are supplied at 40, whereas the333

hardwoods used in building 2 are in short supply,334

at just 25. Thus, in this example, the dbest is to335

enlarge building 2.336

(a)

1

2

(b)

High supply

Low supply

1

2

40
20
20

80
40
25

40=(40/40)*40

max output per buildingmax input per buildingbuilding furniturehardwoodwood
40-401
4520202

45=(45/(20+20))*45

80=(40/40)*40

73≒(45/40)*(40+25)

Figure 3: Example of the building scenario. Each cir-
cle represents goods, and the factory image represents
a building. The red circle indicates goods needing a
price reduction, furniture in this example. The yellow
arrow represents the quantity of goods produced in the
building. The green and blue circles represent wood,
and hardwood respectively.

4.2 Data Collection337

To collect game data, we select the earliest starting338

point provided by each of the games as a save-339

file and preprocess them by a game data parser to340

extract data. In order to control the quality of ques-341

tions, we consider the following points: (1) For the 342

locating scenario, we create one problem for each 343

country. As previously explained, profits are deter- 344

mined by the trading power of each country. Hence, 345

countries with low trading power might have min- 346

imal impact on decisions and are not chosen for 347

question formulation. (2) For the building scenario, 348

we formulate problems where there are decisions 349

to expand existing buildings that can compensate 350

for the insufficient supply of goods. 351

4.3 Simulator 352

Although applying every decision to real games and 353

comparing the results is the most credible approach 354

to annotate the best decision, it is impossible due to 355

the following characteristics of games: (1) random- 356

ness and (2) not being open-sourced. First, in the 357

actual game setting, various random events occur 358

that can sway the results. It is hard to be sure that a 359

decision validated in the game is always the best de- 360

cision for our problem because of the randomness 361

of the actual game. Secondly, since Europa Univer- 362

salis IV and Victoria 3 are not open-sourced, it is 363

impossible to open them as benchmark validation 364

programs. Therefore, we develop simulators for 365

each scenario on DQA, which can validate the re- 366

sults of decisions deterministically, and we utilize 367

them as annotators for our benchmark. 368

4.4 Dataset Statistics 369

Finally, DQA consists of a total of 140 question 370

and data pair: with 81 for the locating scenario and 371

59 for the building scenario. Each data in DQA is 372

provided by the Cypher Query Language (CQL) 373

(Francis et al., 2018) file. Table 1 shows the basic 374

statistics of the data in each scenario. 375

Table 1: Basic statistics for each scenarios on DQA. V
and E mean vertices and edges respectively.

Statistics Locating Building
# of <Q,D> pairs 81 59
Avg. # of V per pair 745 240.95
Avg. # of E per pair 1, 639 504.72

5 Methodology: PlanRAG 376

5.1 Planning for Decision QA 377

As we explained in Section 3, a data analysis for 378

Decision QA is composed of multiple small data 379

analysis steps. To conduct Decision QA through 380

one-step retrieval, an LM should combine these 381
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small data analysis tasks, each of which performs382

a separate role, into a single data analysis process.383

It is challenging for an LM. For the example in384

Figure 1, an LM should generate a complex query,385

as shown in Appendix B for one-step retrieval. In386

the iterative RAG technique, which could address387

this issue, an LM determines what data is required388

in each retrieval iteration. In terms of Decision QA,389

this retrieval can be translated as reasoning what390

data analysis is needed in each retrieval iteration,391

which is challenging because each reasoning re-392

quires understanding previous data analyses and393

the problem simultaneously. This approach is use-394

ful for the situation where each retrieval depends395

on the previous retrieval, such as multi-hop QA.396

However, in Decision QA, an LM determines a397

data analysis by examining the data schema, so it398

is possible to predict which data will be retrieved.399

Hence, there is no need to conduct reasoning for400

data analysis in every retrieval.401

In this paper, we define a plan as the data analy-402

sis required for every iterative retrieval, and plan-403

ning as the process that generates a plan. With a404

single planning, an LM can generate the plan for405

all iterative retrievals. This reduces the reasoning406

cost and leads to more accurate data analysis.407

Figure 4 (a) represents the steps to solve Deci-408

sion QA using the iterative RAG. In the first re-409

trieval of this case, the LM obtains the upstream410

nodes of Deccan. In the second retrieval, the LM411

obtains the trading nodes having trading power for412

the country "BAH". For the third retrieval, the LM413

should analyze the profit of Doab, following the414

prior processes. However, it conducts the analysis415

that conflicts with previous retrievals, leading to416

incorrect results.417

In contrast, if a planning is conducted before418

retrieving and each retrieval is done with corre-419

sponding plan, the retriever can generate a query420

that satisfies the necessary analysis. Figure 4 (b)421

illustrates the steps to solve Decision QA using422

the retrieval-augmentation method that includes423

planning. Unlike Figure 4 (a), since each retrieval424

follows the plan generated in the planning, it can425

consistently conduct data analysis.426

5.2 PlanRAG: Plan-then-Retrieval427

Augmented Generation428

In PlanRAG, the role of the generative language429

model is expanded to include planning. It is com-430

posed of the following three processes: (1) plan-431

ning for data analysis, (2) retrieving for access ex-432

ternal data, and (3) answer generating. 433

Planning: This process is an essential part of 434

our approach and significantly distinguishes our 435

technique from the existing retrieval-augmenting 436

techniques (Lewis et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2023b; 437

Trivedi et al., 2023), that are primarily composed 438

of retrieving and generating only. In the planning 439

process, an LM generates an initial plan for data 440

analysis by understanding the question and data 441

schema. The initial plan generated from the plan- 442

ning process contains the order for data analysis 443

retrieval. Figure 4 (b) provides an example of the 444

initial plan in our technique. 445

Since the initial plan is not based on retrieved 446

data, it may not remain valid until the answer gen- 447

erating process is done. To address this issue, an 448

LM examines whether the existing plan remains 449

valid after retrieving data, and performs replanning 450

if it is no longer valid. 451

Retrieving: In this process, an LM generates the 452

necessary data query and pose to retrieve, similar 453

to existing iterative RAG studies(Yao et al., 2023; 454

Jiang et al., 2023a). However, in previous studies, 455

an LM determines which data analysis should be 456

performed based on question and data schema in 457

every retrieval iteration. In contrast, in PlanRAG, 458

an LM simply generates a data analysis query with- 459

out reasoning about which data analysis should be 460

performed but rather following a previously gener- 461

ated plan. To accomplish this, an LM receives the 462

generated plan explicitly. Figure 4 (b) explains how 463

an LM performs data retrieving by the generated 464

plan. 465

Answer generating: In this process, an LM gener- 466

ates an answer by understanding retrieved data, also 467

similar to existing iterative RAG studies. Before 468

the answer generating process, in previous iterative 469

RAG methods, an LM a performed specific number 470

of retrieval (Trivedi et al., 2023), or it determined 471

whether the answer generating process should be 472

executed in each retrieval (Yao et al., 2023). In 473

contrast, in PlanRAG, an LM initiates the answer 474

generating process if the plan has been executed 475

completely. The answering process in Figure 4 (b) 476

displays how an LM generates an answer just after 477

the plan has been fully executed. 478

6 Experiments 479

6.1 Experimental Setup 480

To compare the single-turn RAG technique, the 481

iterative RAG technique and PlanRAG technique, 482
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Question: Where should I allocate my merchant to steer trade to “Deccan”? Note that my goal is maximizing BAH’s profit on “Deccan”.

ingoingoutgoingtotal_powernode_inlandlocal_valuename

Trade_node

flow
Upstream

developmenttrade_portname

Country

calculated_trading_powerbase_trading_powermerchantis_home
NodeCountry

Data schema

Doab, Patagonia, Malacca Data

Retrieving

I need to find all the upstream nodes of “Deccan”.

Deccan: local_value = 8.906, ingoing = 0.821, …
Doab: local_value = 6.978, ingoing = 0.864, … Data

To calculate the profit, I need to know the local_value, 
ingoing, country's trading power, and total trading 

power of each node. I also need to know the 
development of the country "BAH" to calculate the 

added value if the node is inland.

Doab: local_value = 6.978, ingoing = 0.864, …
Patagonia: local_value = 0.082, ingoing = 0.0, …
Malacca: local_value = 10.652, ingoing = 4.107, 

Data

The observation seems to be incorrect. I was 
expecting to get the details of the upstream nodes of 
“Deccan", but I got the details of “Deccan" itself and 
“Doab". I need to correct my query to get the details 

of the upstream nodes.

Answering
So you should allocate your merchant to the 

“Patagonia”

Planning
Step 1: Identify the trading nodes that are upstream of 

“Deccan”.
Step 2: Calculate the potential profit increase for each 

of these nodes if a merchant is placed there.
Step 3: Identify the node with the highest potential 

profit increase

Doab Data

Retrieving

(Step 1) I need to identify the trading nodes that are 
upstream of “Deccan".

8.288 Data

(Step 2) The observation shows that "doab" is the only 
trading node upstream of "deccan". Now, I need to 

calculate the potential profit increase for "doab" if a 
merchant is placed there.

Now that I have the details of the upstream nodes, I 
can calculate the potential profit increase for each 

node if a merchant is placed there.

Doab: 0.0011, Patagonia: 0.0728, Malacca: 0.0017 Data

Answering
So you should allocate your merchant to the 

“Doab”

Doab Data

(Step 3) The potential profit increase for "doab" if a 
merchant is placed there is approximately 8.29. Now, 
I need to identify the node with the highest potential 

profit increase.

(a) Retrieval augmentation (b) Plan-then-Retrieval augmentation

Figure 4: The process to solve Decision QA by (a) Retrieval augmentation technique, and (b) Plan-then-Retrieval
augmentation technique. This example comes from the locating scenario on the DQA benchmark.

we implemented retrieval-augmented LMs follow-483

ing each technique and applied them to DQA in484

a single run. We utilized ReAct prompt (Yao485

et al., 2023) for implementing single-turn RAG486

based LM (SingleRAG-LM), iterative RAG-based487

LM (IterRAG-LM) and ReAct with planning step488

for implementing PlanRAG-based LM (PlanRAG-489

LM). These LMs are developed by LangChain3490

library and GPT-4(OpenAI, 2023) with a zero tem-491

perature. Prompts are provided in Appendix C. The492

answer provided by LM was considered correct if493

it was semantically identical to the answer on DQA.494

Otherwise, we considered it incorrect.495

3https://langchain.readthedocs.io/en/latest

6.2 Results and Analysis 496

Our experimental results are described in Table 497

2. In our experiment, PlanRAG-LM demonstrated 498

an accuracy of 55.6% in the locating scenario and 499

54.2% in the building scenario. These are, respec- 500

tively, 29.7% and 25.4% higher than SingleRAG- 501

LM, and 12.4% and 1.8% higher in accuracy 502

than IterRAG-LM. Furthermore, the results for 503

PlanRAG-LM without replanning show a decrease 504

of 5.0% and 6.7% compared to PlanRAG-LM in 505

the two scenarios. These results indicate that our 506

technique, PlanRAG, is more suitable for solving 507

Decision QA compared to iterative RAG methods, 508

and we have confirmed that replanning is beneficial 509

7
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Table 2: Performance comparison on the locating sce-
nario and building scenario. RP means replanning.

Techniques Locating Building
Single-turn RAG
SingleRAG-LM 25.9 30.5

Iterative RAG
IterRAG-LM 43.2 54.2

PlanRAG (ours)
PlanRAG-LM 55.6 55.9
PlanRAG-LM w/o RP 50.6 49.2

for PlanRAG. To gain insights into the effectiveness510

of planning, we conducted a more in-depth analysis511

of the results of IterRAG-LM and PlanRAG-LM in512

both the locating and building scenarios.513

Figure 5 shows the accuracy of IterRAG-LM514

and PlanRAG-LM in each scenario, depending on515

how many retrieving steps IterRAG-LM performed516

before Answering. We interpret these results by517

following three parts: (1) Single Retrieval (SR)518

problems in the locating scenario, (2) SR problems519

in the building scenario, and (3) Multiple Retrieval520

(MR) problems.521

First, in the SR problems of the locating scenario,522

there was a significant increase in accuracy from523

IterRAG-LM to PlanRAG-LM. This improvement524

can be attributed to the characteristics of SR prob-525

lems within the locating scenario. In this scenario,526

SR problems constitute a small portion and exhibit527

lower accuracy compared to the overall accuracy528

of IterRAG-LM. This indicates that the problems529

in the locating scenario are difficult to address with530

a single retrieval. PlanRAG-LM, on the other hand,531

can recognize the need for multiple retrievals in532

these problems. Leading to higher accuracy com-533

pared to IterRAG-LM.534

In contrast, SR problems of the building scenario535

constituted a significant portion and exhibited high536

accuracy. It indicates that the building scenario con-537

tains a significant portion of problems that could538

be solved with a single retrieval. Since planning539

could be an unnecessary process in these problems,540

PlanRAG shows low accuracy on SR problems541

compared to IterRAG-LM.542

Lastly, in the case of MR problems, regardless of543

the scenario, the accuracy increased when perform-544

ing PlanRAG rather than the iterative RAG. This545

aligns with the discussion in Section 5.1, which546

suggests that planning is advantageous when con-547

ducting multiple retrievals. Through these analyses,548

0

20

40

60

80

SR (9.9%) MR (90.1%) SR (48.3%) MR (51.7%)

Locating Building

A
cc
ur
ac
y(
%
)

RAG-LM PlanRAG-LM

Figure 5: The accuracy of IterRAG-LM and PlanRAG-
LM in each scenario is based on the number of retrieval
iterations in IterRAG-LM. SR (Single Retrieval) refers
to the case where IterRAG-LM performs one data re-
trieval and then answers, while MR (Multiple Retrieval)
refers to the case where it answers after performing mul-
tiple data retrievals. The values inside the parentheses
for SR and MR represent the proportion of the total
questions that correspond to SR and MR, respectively.

we have confirmed that PlanRAG is more robust 549

in Decision QA requiring complex data analysis 550

processes multiple times. 551

7 Conclusions 552

In this paper, we explored the capability of LLM 553

as a solution for decision making. Firstly, we in- 554

troduced a new decision making task, Decision 555

QA, which requires data analysis to make the best 556

decision, and provided its benchmark, referred to 557

as DQA. The DQA benchmark, designed to eval- 558

uate Decision QA performance, was constructed 559

by accumulating data from two video games. Fur- 560

thermore, we pointed out that the existing iterative 561

RAG methods are not suitable for solving Decision 562

QA, and suggested a plan-then-retrieval augmented 563

generation technique, PlanRAG. To validate the 564

effectiveness of our PlanRAG on Decision QA, 565

we adopted both the iterative RAG-based LM and 566

the PlanRAG-based LM to DQA. Through experi- 567

ments, we confirmed that the PlanRAG-based LM 568

exhibited superior performance in Decision QA 569

that requires iterative retrieval, compared to the it- 570

erative RAG-based LM. Through deep analysis, we 571

concluded that PlanRAG is more robust in Decision 572

QA scenarios that require complex data analysis. 573

8 Limitations 574

In this paper, we explored the capability of LLM 575

as a solution for decision making. However, our 576

study still has limitations. 577
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First, in this study, we focused solely on Deci-578

sion QA that uses graph-structured data. Decision579

QA based on other data formats, such as tabular or580

hybrid data, could be explored in future research.581

Next, in this paper, we proposed techniques from582

a high-level RAG technique perspective that should583

be considered when solving Decision QA. There-584

fore, we did not address the low-level methods585

necessary for solving Decision QA in this paper.586

For example, creating a fine-tuned model that effi-587

ciently generates Cypher queries could be benefi-588

cial for solving Decision QA, but it is not covered589

in this paper. These areas should also be addressed590

in future works.591

9 Ethical Considerations592

Language models have a hallucination issue and593

can potentially generate biased answers. Retrieval-594

augmented methods we have discussed in our study,595

are known to mitigate these issues to some extent,596

but it does not imply that these issues do not oc-597

cur. Therefore, when applying our research to real-598

world applications, it is essential to closely examine599

whether the generated decisions are inferred based600

on hallucinated or biased knowledge.601

Before constructing our benchmark and simu-602

lator from Europa Universalis IV and Victoria 3603

games, we have considered end user license agree-604

ment (EULA)4 of their game publisher, Paradox605

Interactive. Our benchmark and simulator corre-606

spond to gameplay and scripts of user generated607

content (UGC) in section 5 of EULA and thus, our608

content should be open-sourced. Therefore, we609

open our benchmark and simulator under the MIT610

license. Also, utilizing all icons that came from611

these games in our paper is classified as streaming612

Paradox Games in section 6 of EULA. According613

to EULA, we can freely use icons if our paper is614

not behind a paywall.615

Video games that we have used to construct616

DQA describe historical situations. Therefore, our617

datasets, based on these games, include knowledge618

that contradicts contemporary common sense and619

might be aggressive towards certain groups. For620

example, the correct answer that a specific nation621

should influence a particular region in the locating622

scenario of our benchmark might be aggressive to623

specific nations or regions. To avoid these issues,624

we anonymized the names of nations into three-625

letter codes rather than mentioning their names di-626

4https://legal.paradoxplaza.com/eula?locale=en

rectly. For example, instead of using the term "Bah- 627

manis Sultanate"5, we employed the term "BAH," 628

and instead of "The Papel States"6, we used "PAP" 629

as terminology. 630
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A TPR Calculation for the Locating 853

Scenario 854

3
2
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Figure 6: The trading network with the country table
(a) and the node table (b). The TPR value in the table
(c), which is originally in Figure 2 could be generated
by the table (a), the table (b) and the trading network
(d). TPT , TPC , and M mean the total trading power
and the trading power of the country, and a merchant
respectively.

In this Section, we explain the calculation of 855

TPR values for the table (c) in Figure 6 using a 856

portion of the table provided in the actual locating 857

scenario, which are provided on the table (a) and 858

the table (b) in Figure 6. 859

First, the situation without a merchant, the TPR 860

of the country on the node is calculated as TPR = 861

TPC/TPT , by the definition which we mentioned 862

on Section 4.1. For example, TPR on node 1 is 863

calculated as 10/100 = 10% 864

Next, the situation with a merchant, we should 865

calculate the trading power increment of the coun- 866

try by merchant to calculate TPR. In our scenario, 867

the trading power by a merchant (TPM ), provided 868

as follows: 869

• If the located node or the home node is inland, 870

then TPM = 2+min(development/3, 50) 871

• Otherwise, TPM = 2. 872
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For example, in Figure A, TPM =873

2+min(50, 24/3) = 10 if a merchant is lo-874

cated on the node 1. Therefore, TPR=(increased875

trading power of the country)/(total trading876

power)=TPM + TPC/TPT = 10 + 10/100 =877

20%878

B Cypher Query for the Locating879

Scenario880

MATCH 
(n:Trade_node)<-[:UPSTREAM]-(m:Trade_node),
(c:Country {name: "BAH"})-[r:NodeCountry]->(m), 
(c)-[rr:NodeCountry{is_home: true}]->(n)

RETURN 
m.name, 
((m.local_value+m.ingoing)*((r.calculated_trading_

power+(CASE WHEN m.node_inland THEN 2+CASE 
WHEN c.development/3 > 50 THEN c.development/3 ELSE 
50 END ELSE 2 END))/m.total_power) -
(m.local_value+m.ingoing)*(r.calculated_trading_power/m.t
otal_power))*100

AS profit_diff_percent

Figure 7: Cypher query for the locating scenario. A
language model can get potential profit by applying this
query

C Prompt setup881

# Prefix
You are a decision-making agent answering a given 
question. 
You should collect the data to answer the question: 
# Tool descriptions 
Graph DB: Useful for when you need to collect the 
data that follows the following schema (You MUST 
generate a Cypher query statement to interact with 
this tool):
(n:Trade_node {{name, local_value, node_inland, 
total_power, outgoing, ingoing}});
(m:Country {{name, trade_port, development}});
(Trade_node)-[r:UPSTREAM {{flow}}]-
>[Trade_node]
(Country)-[NodeCountry{{is_home, 
merchant,base_trading_power,calculated_trading_po
wer}}]->(Trade_node), args: {{{{'tool_input': 
{{{{'type': 'string'}}}}}}}}
Self thinking: Useful for when there is no available 
tool., args: {{{{'tool_input': {{{{'type': 'string'}}}}}}}}
# Format instructions
Use the following Strict format:
Question: the input question you must answer.
Thought: you should always think about what to do.
Action: a suitable database name, MUST be one of 
[‘Graph DB’, ‘Self-thinking’].
Action input: a syntactically correct query statement 
only, MUST be written by Cypher query language.
Observation: the result of the action. 
Thought: I now know the answer.
Final answer: the final answer to the question based 
on the observed data.
# Suffix
Begin! Keep in mind that Your response MUST 
follow the valid format above.

Figure 8: The prompt for the SingleRAG-LM retriever
(based on ReAct, Locating scenario).
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# Prefix
You are a decision-making agent answering a given 
question. 
You have already collected the data to answer the 
question.
Indeed, you should make your Final answer 
immediately.:
# Tool descriptions 
Graph DB: Useful for when you need to collect the 
data that follows the following schema (You MUST 
generate a Cypher query statement to interact with 
this tool):
(n:Trade_node {{name, local_value, node_inland, 
total_power, outgoing, ingoing}});
(m:Country {{name, trade_port, development}});
(Trade_node)-[r:UPSTREAM {{flow}}]-
>[Trade_node]
(Country)-[NodeCountry{{is_home, 
merchant,base_trading_power,calculated_trading_po
wer}}]->(Trade_node), args: {{{{'tool_input': 
{{{{'type': 'string'}}}}}}}}
Self thinking: Useful for when there is no available 
tool., args: {{{{'tool_input': {{{{'type': 'string'}}}}}}}}
# Format instructions
Use the following Strict format:

Final answer: the final answer to the question based 
on the observed data.
# Suffix
Begin!

Figure 9: The prompt for the SingleRAG-LM generator
(based on ReAct, Locating scenario).

# Prefix
You are a decision-making agent answering a given 
question. 
You should collect the data to answer the question.
Keep in mind that the question can require to access 
following databases multiple times:
# Tool descriptions 
Graph DB: Useful for when you need to collect the 
data that follows the following schema (You MUST 
generate a Cypher query statement to interact with 
this tool):
(n:Trade_node {{name, local_value, node_inland, 
total_power, outgoing, ingoing}});
(m:Country {{name, trade_port, development}});
(Trade_node)-[r:UPSTREAM {{flow}}]-
>[Trade_node]
(Country)-[NodeCountry{{is_home, 
merchant,base_trading_power,calculated_trading_po
wer}}]->(Trade_node), args: {{{{'tool_input': 
{{{{'type': 'string'}}}}}}}}
Self thinking: Useful for when there is no available 
tool., args: {{{{'tool_input': {{{{'type': 'string'}}}}}}}}
# Format instructions
Use the following Strict format:
Question: the input question you must answer.
Thought: you should always think about what to do.
Action: a suitable database name, MUST be one of 
[‘Graph DB’, ‘Self-thinking’].
Action input: a syntactically correct query statement 
only, MUST be written by Cypher query language.
Observation: the result of the action.
... (a process of Thought, Action, Action input, and 
Observation can repeat together N times)
Thought: I now know the answer.
Final answer: the final answer to the question based 
on the observed data.
# Suffix
Begin! Keep in mind that Your response MUST 
follow the valid format above.

Figure 10: The prompt for the IterRAG baseline (based
on ReAct, Locating scenario).
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# Prefix
You are a decision-making agent answering a given 
question.
You should collect the data to answer the question.
To this end, firstly, you need to plan which data 
would be needed in what order.
Keep in mind that the question can require to access 
following databases multiple times: 
# Tool descriptions 
Graph DB: Useful for when you need to collect the 
data that follows the following schema (You MUST 
generate a Cypher query statement to interact with 
this tool):
(n:Trade_node {{name, local_value, node_inland, 
total_power, outgoing, ingoing}});
(m:Country {{name, trade_port, development}});
(Trade_node)-[r:UPSTREAM {{flow}}]-
>[Trade_node]
(Country)-[NodeCountry{{is_home, 
merchant,base_trading_power,calculated_trading_po
wer}}]->(Trade_node), args: {{{{'tool_input': 
{{{{'type': 'string'}}}}}}}}
Self thinking: Useful for when there is no available 
tool., args: {{{{'tool_input': {{{{'type': 
'string'}}}}}}}}
# Format instructions
Use the following Strict format:
Question: the input question you must answer.
Plan: [Step 1: requirement 1, Step 2: requirement 
2, ..., Step N: requirement N].
Current step: the current Step in the Plan.
Thought: you should always think about the Current 
step.
Action: a suitable database name, MUST be one of 
[‘Graph DB’, ‘Self-thinking’].
Action input: a syntactically correct query 
statement only, MUST be written by Cypher query 
language.
Observation: the data from the database.
Re-plan: respond with 'Y' and change your Plan if 
you think a current Plan is not helpful, otherwise 
respond with 'N' and continue a process based on the 
current Plan.
... (a process of Plan, Current step, Thought, Action, 
Action input, Observation, and Re-plan can repeat N 
times)
Thought: I now know the answer.
Final answer: the final answer to the question based 
on the observed data.
# Suffix
Begin! Keep in mind that Your response MUST 
follow the valid format above.

Figure 11: The prompt for the PlanRAG baseline (based
on PlanRAG, Locating scenario).
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